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Abstract—The main impact of the project proposal is from the concept of “Getting Biometric input from the user 

without using any external devices for providing high level user authentication during login”. The purpose of 

biometric recognition for secure access restricts is to avoid the un-trusted source of interaction.Most cases, object 

level changes happening in the IT environment is not monitored properly. Considering, a Database Administrator is 

trying to change an object. In that case, he will change without the knowledge of other DBA’s. In case of accidental 

changes, or any changes in the system acceptance of the other administrator is important. The system may be prone 

to hacking vulnerabilities too. To overcome the above issues, we are proposing a standard technique to avoid 

hacking with the help of Biometric input. Once the user is trying to access the objects to do any changes in the 

databasethen biometric system will decide the authentication part. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
In all organization they are maintaining separate server 

to maintain database, related to the company in huge 
manner. For that based on the organization standards 

administrator having responsibilities to maintain the 

data in database. Admin having the full rights to access 

the database and they can even do the changes in the 

system but the main thing if there is more than one 

admin for that system each one need to approve the 

changes then only that changes will be reflected 

successfully in that system that is mentioned here as 

object level changes. Admin is usually have the sign in 

facility to access the database that were giving 
username and password in now a days it is not enough 

to get pass only in one checkpoint like password 

because it high risk that hackers have chances to get 

the password in any manner even though they were 

encrypted so while sign in checkpoints for the admin 

approval is need to be increased. For that in this 

proposal of the project is to make high level 

authentication and secure the data efficiently. 
 
Authentication takes place in three different levels 
 
First level: Here admin need to give the username and 

password to know about the specific admin is logging in 

this level ensures correctly. Then password is encrypted 

and stored in database. Here two main algorithm are used 

for encryption is RC2 algorithm and Triple DES 

algorithm. In RC2algorithm they are some mandatory 

fields needed before encryption it needs private key that 

 
key is generated by using Triple DES algorithm this 
makes high efficiency encryption in saving password in 
database while decryption same private key needed to 
be used no hackers can figure out the password in this 
manner. 
 
Second Level: Admin face is detected using the 
webcam for that during sign up itself admin needed to 

provide all the necessary details and face of admin will 
be detected and stored in future authentication the face 

recognition will be processed if it matches then only 

admin can move on to next level. 
 
Third Level: This level mainly based on the new 
concept of using biometric input but without any 

external devices they needed to be done for that only 
way toget input from the admin itself they can 

manually draw the digital signature for that lines and 
circles are there to use and even colour pallets is 

provided to choose the admin favourite colour for the 
digital signature here admin need to be more 

precautious while drawing for future sign in and al 
admin needed to use the same signature for 

authentication. If admin is not sure in biometric 

signature during sign up, forgot signature facility is also 
added here private key that were already mail to admin 

that key need to placed here after that new biometric 
signature will be obtained again from admin later they 

can use this new signature for the authentication. 
 

II. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
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This system is designed with .Net as framework using 
sample application that is developed it might be used 

for all purposes where many administrators can access 
the application but they should be authenticated and 

clear the all the three checkpoints then only 
administrator can enter into the application and change 

the object in the system. Here application is simulated 
and object changes in the system are checked and 

changes are reflected successfully in the database. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A. System Architecture 
 
 

 
III. PROPOSED NEW IDEA  

All the information regarding user and details about the 
organization are maintained in the database and to 

access the database admin will have full rights to 
maintain and they have permission to change in the 

tables if hacker break the password of the admin and 
enters in the system as the admin then all the data can 

be get hacked. To secure from that here we provide the 
high level authentication each admin should cross the 

three check points that were efficiently designed and 
that can’t be predicted by the hacker. Then object level 

changes that occur in the system must be so secured 
and before the changes applied in the system it should 

be approved by all admin here we provide new 
technique using public key other admin are notified 

about the change and they asked to approved if the 
changes are need in the system. 
 

IV. FUNCTIONALITY EXPLANATION  
A. Authentication process 
 
In this module while configuring new system in the 
organization all the admin need to enter the details 

while sign up and that mean time after creating the new 
credentials private key that were generated will be send 

to admin mail id that will be used if admin forgot 
password or forgot signature and in future use if object 

changes had occurred admin can make use of that 
private key. That private key is generated using the 

triple DES algorithm. While sign in admin need to give 
username and password for providing first level of 

security here encryption and decryption technique is 
done by using RC2 algorithm for this algorithm private 

key is essential before encryption for that private key is 
different for each admin by using that encryption is 

taken place so that no hacker can break the security and 
guess the password for the admin this provides strong 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
security authentication for the administrator.B. Face 
Detection And Recognition 
 
This is the second level of authentication by using this 

face detection and recognition concept it might be 
useful to check whether the certain user is login or not 

in the system. After the admin registering details for the 
authentication then admin face will be detected and 

stored by using web camera. Then during sign in only 
that admin can enter easily then move on to the next 

level in authentication. By using these standard 
methods only high level authenticated is getting strong. 
 
C. Biometric Key Generation 
 
We are proposing an innovative approach in defining the 

Biometric keys with the help of geometric designing of 

signing the key for a specific user. To overcome expensive 

hardware, we’ve come up with an innovative approach of 

creating this kind of signatures and it will be validated on 

each steps of the signature.Administrator itself needed to 

design the signature for the third level of authentication. If 

the users have forgotten the signature, he is able to re-

generate the key at requests. This digital signature concept 

make sure that only the same person can put the same 

signature again and again this ensure the admin 

authentication level in high standards. In addition while 

signing admin given choice to choose to colours from 

colour palette. Only lines and circles are given by using 

that only admin can design the digital signature. 
 
 
D. Administrator Functionalities 
 
In this admin module new features are added like checking 

the mail Inbox for the private key credentials that provided 

while sign up. Then for object changes they will provide 

the public key that can also check here 
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in mail with other official mail are also there in mail. 
The registered user and there details are listed here for 
admin checking if needed they can be rejected. 
Acceptance of the user will be provided with username 

and password that also mailed to the user. 
 
E. Object Change 
 
Based on the access provided, the administrator is 

allowed to change the objects.The main changes is 
anyway going to happen in the tables so based on the 

user decision table that is dependent in the system will 
be easily modified. That will be done by using the 

DML statements to make changes like insert, delete, 
drop, add and rename tables in the database is done by 

the admin. After immediately change public key is auto 
generated send mail to other admin.The main thing in 

organization is not only having the single admin to 
accept the changes immediately it depends on each one 

admin decision. So for that changes done by the admin 
should be notify to other admin and they must also 

accept the changes and modification in the table then 
only changes will be reflected successfully. 
 
F. Public Key Access 
 
Once the administrators have done some object change an 

automatic 16 bit length of public key is created using 

Triple DES algorithm that relevant to the object change is 

done in system.An automatic emailwill be generated and 

it’s sent to the other administrator with the public key. In 

addition, the administrator will be validated with the 

Biometric checks for the authentication.That key is so 

confidential and that must be keep secured because 

 

 
 

 

 

 

after inserting the correct key only other admin can see the 

changes otherwise they can’t see accept the changes. 
 
G. Object Change Confirmation 
 
Once the key is generated and administrator 
authentication process with the biometric checks, the 

administrator is requested to apply the key in the Key 
apply module. The public key should be applied in the 

exact format even there are small changes it will not 
accept the key. Not only the public key then also 

private key for the separate user also given in the 
required field these fields are mandatory and checked 

for the assurance about the admin. Once if all the 
administrators approve through their public and private 

keys, the changes will be reflected in the system. 
 
H. Results and Discussion 
 
Providing high level security to secure large data in the 

organization is the main part in this paper. For that 
three level for the authentication is provided and 

monitoring data changes in the system for that each 
provided with different cases to consider before the 

changes made by the admin. They are having full 
responsibilities to maintain the database in efficient 

manner. In that authentication levels makes strong in 
the system only the certain admin can login if any other 

used to login might lead to restriction in face 
recognition. Others cannot access the application and 

change the object in this application all the 
authentication level are highly secured and protected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V. SNAPSHOTS 
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Fig. 1 Face Recognition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Biometric Input 
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Fig. 3 Administrator Checking E-Mail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Object Changes 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS  

This work tackles the high level user authentication and 

monitoring object changes in the system to maintain these 

above operations this project is developed and one of the 

advanced and new level biometric authentication process 

is done but without using any biometric devices, getting 

input from the user in a digital signature format makes 

strong on the high level user authentication. It is mainly 

used as the future concept that can be used in any 

application but here admin side this biometric input is 

used because of admin having more responsibilities to 

remember the input that is given while registration. Other 

important concept is object level changes in the 

application by admin should get permission and 

acceptance of all other admin that are involved in the 

organization to avoiding conflict in the organization 

regarding the object changes are not valid like that after 

approval of all admin only object changes reflected 

successfully in the system. But still studies in the 

biometric using external are facing open problem but this 

integrated biometric concept may overcome that 

problem. 
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